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vaada raha is a classic 1982 hindi romantic comedy. watch this movie online full free a
hero leaves his large-scale business for one. vaada raha is a 1981 indian hindi romantic
comedy film directed by samir karnik and produced by shambhu karnik. the movie stars
the very proficient. vaada raha i promise (2009) movie review, cast, crew, trailers, songs
are updated here on movie reviews website. vaada raha movie review, songs, casts and

trailers are updated here on movie. vaada raha.. i promise 1 full movie in hindi free
download hd vaada raha. i promise 1 full movie in hindi free download hd leela bagha ke
ghar vapara is a 2001 indian hindi comedy film, produced and directed by tony singh and
starring akshay kumar, karisma kapoor, akram khan, aman verma, navin nischol, suresh
oberoi, anupam kher and tabu. it is the first time when the indian actor himself has been

the producer and the director. this one is extremely simple and the viewer knows that it is
going to be a romance, which will never throw. vaada raha is the first movie in the indian
film industry to feature the in-person meeting of two stars for the first time, with the lead
roles. it also marks the comeback of bobby deol after 2 years, though he plays a different

role. the movie was under production since the production of 1986 film, crime in the north.
the movie's story revolves around a boy named bobby who does not have any affair with
his wife, while a carefree girl, veena, falls in love with him and ends up getting married to
him. the movie is the sequel to baadshah (1966), which is based on the life of the indian

actor who is the first male actor to wear a wig on a film. this movie has been shot in three
different places including kashmir, udaipur and chandigarh, just like the first movie had

been. this time, raj babbar is the producer of the movie. it is the first bollywood movie to be
shot entirely in a place other than india, and the crew shoots in kashmir. this is the first
time bobby is seen with a girl, anita hassanandani, who plays the role of veena. while

teaming up with india's actress of the year, sangeeta kapoor, bobby deol, also worked on
this movie. vaada raha is the story of an educated, middle-class, mba-holding, 21-year-old

guy, bobby deol, who is thrust into the world of his wife who has an affair with a
businessman. the movie, released in july 1982, was deol's highest grossing movie at the
time of its release. my promise is an indian romantic film in hindi released in 1983 with
bobby deol, meenakshi seshadri and anupam kher. the movie is produced by shambu

karnik. the movie is about all the characters. it is a story of a boy named bobby who lives
with his family. and this boy has three more friends. this movie has been directed by

sombudh productions (1999). it stars mohnish behl, boman irani, preeti jhangiani, shelly
kapoor and pinchoo kapoor.
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to help her create the all-important impression of legitimacy, akhtar contacted veterans of
london's crime scene - including leslie ash - to inform them about a pakistani crook called
"krishna kumar" who "ran a protection racket for burglars", offering them the opportunity

to "clean up". these men were then recruited to appear in the movie as krishna's
"customers" - complete with concealed guns - to give the impression that their savings

were being stolen in return for a percentage of the money stolen from the gang. the
characters in the movie are completely fictional and akhtar acknowledges her own

creator's bias. the story's protagonist has had its share of detractors online but akhtar
holds no grudges against them. "i understand they have reservations with the romantic

angle. i get that and i fully respect that and i wouldn't want to burden it on other people, to
make it seem they've understood the film on their own. they can make their own personal

assessment and decisions," she tells 60 minutes. there are plenty of visual effects,
colourfully-lit sections of the movie with some strong expressions and dialogue that has

passed the censors with ease. the villains are brilliantly portrayed and the actor playing the
gangster who eventually gives krishna kumar the boot comes across like marlon brando.

the standout moments belong to the heroine - kangana ranaut - who gets to deliver a killer
monologue when krishna kumar realizes he cannot reach his "customers" and see if he has

any remorse or regrets. in a word: it is electrifying. 5ec8ef588b
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